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About This Content

Driven by their hatred of weakness in all forms including their own genetically enhanced flesh, the Iron Hands are known for
the extensive cybernetic and mechanical augmentations that they undergo. Veteran battle brothers of the Iron Hands are almost

entirely mechanical with the majority of their flesh replaced.
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OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP1, Windows 7

Processor: 2.0Ghz Dual core CPU (any Core 2 Duo or AMD X2 or better)

Memory: 1GB (XP), 2GB (Vista), 2GB (Windows 7)

Graphics: 256MB Video Card using Shader Model 3 (Nvidia GeForce 8800GT, AMD Radeon 3850 and above)

DirectX®: 9.0c

Hard Drive: 20 GB space free (10 GB free after install)

Sound:
Laptop and Notebook users will need to download the newest Nvidia 280.26 or AMD Catalyst 11.8 drivers.
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I would most definitely recommend this if you like the train and\/or want to complete your PDL collection. Not forgetting that
the brakes are actually working on this other than the unforgivable brakes on the 450! Like I said, you need this if you have the
PDL!. This is a kinetic novel, there are no choices. It is a short collection of ghost stories.

This game barely earns a recommend from me. I score it 5 out of 10.

- Its FREE and under an hour.
- Its an easy 100% achievement. The hardest challenge you face is you need to click 1000 times (when I finished the game in
700 clicks)
- The art and music are decent.
- There are a couple decent stories included, but certainly nothing scary.

Its an ok time killer if you need a quick story fix.. Nice, need more stuff like this for the Vive. PUBLIC SERVICE
ANNOUNCMENT for LINUX OS:

Works fine on a 970m (at the time of writting\/testing); with Proton 4.2-5, Vulkan 1.06, and Nvidia vulkan drivers 430.14.
Great environment. No development updates in months. Dead.
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Thank you for performing the one and only GE E-33!
The loco is perfectly modeled and aged outside. The cabview is awesome (4 cams) - very detailled and perfectly aged. There are
much more working levers and instruments - comparing with a modern computerized loco. This technical cab seems
authentically from the fifties - fantastic - but not so easy to handle.
When you want to drive the E-33, you really have to study the manual - it is even a nice reproduction of the original General
Electric E-33 Operating Manual!
Here I found the secrets, to move the loco: especially read the advices for the Control Switch (page 29) and the Automatic
Brake Valve (page 13,14).
The sounds seem authentic to me.
I'm very happy with this New Haven E-33!
I'm looking forward to more fallen flag liveries of the E-33: Virginian, N&W, Penn Central, Conrail.. Super fun game I can
strongly recommend this!. Most annoying game ive ever played. I LOVE IT. It is Not showing up in the Shop.. What I paid for...
The New Holland Pack... It says it's Installed.. But Not Showing up in the Game... I've only just started, but I already adore it.
Beautiful art, peaceful music, and interesting characters galore. It's definitely worth playing, even if you don't think you'll like
it.. I mean the DLC for this game really sucks. I bought the season pass thinking that without it I wouldn't be able to get the
tuning specs that were going to be added. I now know that the new specs come in a free update every month. Don't buy any of
the DLC for this game unless you really like the cars and want them. I only wanted the circuit spec camaro RS and that comes
out tomorrow in the vintage update.. The first DLC of this game is great.
The price is fair for very much "playtime" :]

Thank you for all the work in the pixelated pictures.
Keep going.
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